
HEAR MY VOICE

TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

A PRACTICAL DRAMA & STORYTELLING PROJECT WITH 
PRIMARY & SECONDARY NURTURE PUPILS 



Hear My Voice is a writing, drama and storytelling project run by the Citizens Theatre for Nurture pupils in 
Primary and Secondary schools, which enables young people from P1, P7 and 51 to work together creatively 
and build positive relationships. We have completed the first two years of this three year project and would 
like to share with you the techniques we have used, activities we found most successful and what we have 
learned along the way.

Hear My Voice develops young people's confidence in speaking and writing, helps them tell their own 
original stories and express their feelings about what  matters to them. Older pupils are trained as story 
facilitators for younger pupils and in the third term they design a book of creative writing, artwork and 
photos to document the whole project in their Learning Community.

This Resource Pack will offer you practical activities which you can use immediately with your pupils, as part 
of a whole school nurturing approach as well as an opportunity to explore the benefits of bringing Nurture 
pupils of different ages together. Activities are split into four categories: introductory activities, lead in 
activities, the dragonfly storytelling technique and reflective activities. Each activity is also categorised as 
either a JUNIOR activity, suitable for lower primary school, or a SENIOR activity, suitable for upper primary 
and secondary pupils. Many activities are adaptable for any age group.

The activities within this pack support the Nurture Principles which guide all Nurture groups:

INTRODUCTION

• Children's learning is understood developmentally 
• The classroom offers a safe base
• The importance of nurture for the development of 

wellbeing 
• Language is a vital means of communication
• All behaviour is communication
• The importance of transition in children's lives
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We hope that you find this pack useful. If you want to find out more about the project or have any 
questions, please contact us on: learning@citz.co.uk
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Introductory activities are a good way to start a session. These activities are good for checking in with the 
group and making everyone feel comfortable and welcome. They are also good for getting an idea of how 
everyone in the group is feeling.

To prepare for this activity print out a selection emojis. It’s a good idea to have a varied selection with at 
least two copies of each. Ask the group to stand in a circle and display the emoji disks in the middle. Once 
arranged invite the group to look at the emoji on display and select a favourite. This could be an emoji they 
feel most connected to/ drawn to or even reflect how they are feeling now, at this very moment.
Ask each person to lift their emoji and  keep it hidden from the others in the group. Encourage the group to 
do this quickly and turn it over once selected to prevent others from seeing their choice.
Once emoji’s have been selected the leader can follow on with any of the following tasks:

• Ask the group to and try recreating the emoji they have selected with their own face  some will be easier 
to make than others!

• Ask pupils to share a word/ feeling/ emotion connected to their emoji. Pupils who have selected the 
same emoji may chose the same word/ emotion or something completely different.

• Invite pupils to share a little about why they have selected their chosen emoji.

Finally, ask pupils to look around the room and decide on somewhere to hide their emoji; in a secret place 
where it will not be found by another group member.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITIES

EMOJI CHECK IN - JUNIOR / SENIOR

At the end of the workshop ask the group to find 
their selected emoji. Ask the group to consider if 
they would select the same emoji now, at the end 
of the session. The leader should then repeat the 
process of displaying all emoji in the middle of the 
circle and invite anyone to swap emoji.

This activity encourages pupils to:

• Reflect on feelings 
• Share with others 
• Listen to each other

“I liked when we sat and talked about emotions with the emoji faces. It’s good to talk about stuff like that.”
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To prepare for this think back to a place you knew really well- it can be from when you were a child but 
doesn't have to be, it just has to be somewhere you know like the back of your hand! Draw a map of this 
place which can be as personal to you as you like.  Mark on the map things that mattered to you or places 
where important things happened, for example, 'I fell off my bike here and got three stitches' I 'I used to 
hide behind this wall from Sophie McGregor'/ 'I failed my driving test for the third time here'. Don't worry 
about scale, geographical accuracy, spelling or anything else. Draw as many little pictures on the map as 
you like ie the actual wall, your L plates, someone to represent Sophie!  Make it as personal as possible as 
this is a tool to inspire talking.

Share this map with the group and talk about it, tell them a little story connected to it then ask each young 
person to think of somewhere they know really well and which has good memories associated with it. 
The 51 pupils we worked with chose to map different sorts of places; their old primary school, their own 
street, their current bedroom - in lots of detail. The important thing is choosing somewhere with personal 
resonance and then writing/ drawing anything on the map they choose. Pupils can colour the map in if they 
choose  coloured pencils are better than felt pens if the map is drawn in pencil but use whatever drawing 
materials seem best. After this you can do several things:

• Each person shows their map to the group and 
talks it through, answers questions about it.

• People swap their map with a partner who looks 
at it for a while, then they take turns to ask each 
other questions about their partner's map/ talk 
about their own map.

• Lay all the maps on the floor and everyone walks 
around looking them all and seeing which they 
are most interested in/ have most questions 
about.

• By asking open questions you can support pupils 
to tell as many stories or anecdotes inspired by 
their own map as possible.

MAPPING - JUNIOR / SENIOR

This activity encourages pupils to:

• identify and reflect on somewhere that matters 
to them, with good feelings attached value their 
own past experiences by recording them and 
talking about them

• focus on an individual creative activity
• share their experiences and opinions with a 

partner or the whole group listen to each other
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ALL ABOUT ME - JUNIOR 

This activity involves the lower primary nurture pupils drawing round their bodies to create outlines of 
themselves (this can be done as their whole body but we did from the shoulders up). The leader explains the 
activity by demonstrating to the group. A large sheet of paper is laid out on the floor and someone is chosen 
to lie down on top of the paper with their hands up. The leader draws round the person  and  then shows the 
result to  the group. The volunteer is given lots of praise and congratulated for being so helpful.

The leader then explains that everyone is going to create an outline of their bodies in the same way. Once 
these are completed, each person can use coloured pens to 
add facial features, clothing and hair. They can be as creative 
as they want for this part of the activity.

The leader then asks everyone to think about their favourite 
food. They should draw somewhere on the paper (either 
inside the body or outside) a picture of their favourite food. 
They can then draw their favourite TV or film character. Any 
number of things can be added to the picture, with the aim of 
building up a visual picture of all the things that are important 
to the pupil.

Finally, the pupils should add a picture of each of the people 
(family members, friends, teachers, etc) who are important to 
them.

ALL ABOUT ME - SENIOR VERSION 

Extension activities for older children. We had S1 pupils 
working in pairs carefully draw round their partner's whole 
body, onto massive bits of lining paper. After this they 
decorated and drew whatever they wanted to customise and 
individualise their own image. Here are some questions which 
you can ask afterwards prompting discussion, reactions, 
drawing and writing.

• Where would you like to go? 
• Where’s your favourite place? 
• Where would you like your feet to take you? 
• Write or draw something to do with this place on the feet 

on your image.
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• What creative things do you do with your hands?
• Do you draw? 
• Play XBox? 
• Make food? DJ? 
• Put on makeup? 
• Do your hair? 
• Play games with younger children? 
• Tell us about it then write or draw something that 

reminds you of it on the hands on your image.

• Is there something that you say all the time? 
• Is it a phrase you like to say or something you like 

to talk about? 
• Draw a speech bubble close to the mouth on your 

picture and write what you say inside it.

• What do you love? 
• What’s really important to you? 
• People, animals, things, activities? 
• Where in your body do you feel it, if you love 

something? Draw or write the things you love 
wherever on your body map you feel it- if in doubt, 
draw a big heart and put them inside.

• What do you hate or what really annoys you?
• Places, animals, foods, activities? 
• Where in your body do you feel it, if you hate 

something or feel annoyed? 
• Draw or write the things you hate wherever on 

your body map you feel it.

ALL ABOUT ME - SENIOR VERSION (CONTINUED)

• What do you like to think about? 
• If someone looked inside your head what would they find? 
• Draw or write something in the head part of your image which shows what you like to think about, what 

goes on inside your head.
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If you like, you could then provide each young person with a series of strips of coloured paper with a phrase 
to be completed on each strip, for example:

In my heart I care about....
On my shoulders I am weighed down by / bothered by / irritated by ....
With my mouth I say....
In my head I think about...
With my hands I play/ I do....
My feet take me to ....

Each young person completes the sentence with whatever words they choose from their body map (keep 
it brief) and then move the strips of coloured paper around to decide the order of lines they like best. 
Encourage people to read these poems out to the group.

ALL ABOUT ME - SENIOR VERSION (CONTINUED)

This activity encourages young people to:

• think reflectively about themselves, their interest, 
responses and feelings Make choices about what 
they write and draw

• share whatever important information they choose 
to share with the group listen to each other

• get to know each other better
• think about themselves as creative individuals
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MIXED UP WORDS - SENIOR

To prepare for this activity cut out lots of words from magazines, newspapers, old books, flyers, 
programmes, any printed material at all. The more varied the colour, typeface, design and font size the 
better. Choose a variety of words and look for ones which are interesting, descriptive, powerful, evocative 
or unusual. Working individually or with a partner, give each person / pair a pile of cut out words and a large 
sheet of paper. Let the pupils look through all their words and see which they like best, are interested in or 
want to comment on. 

Tell people their next task is to choose any selection of words they like and place them on the blank paper 
in any way which pleases them. The words can make little sentences or they can just feel right alongside 
each other - this will be easier to do, more creative and liberating. Encourage experimentation and reassure 
pupils the pattern of words only has to please them - it doesn't have to make any grammatical sense. Some 
'sense', pattern or theme may emerge as they work and people should be open to that. Maybe they like the 
sound of words together when read aloud, maybe they like the shape of words alongside each other, maybe 
they like the images the words make them think of. 

Not all words should be used- sometimes the fewer the better. Once the choice are made and words are 
stuck with glue on the page, pupils can decorate or draw in the other spaces, patterns or pictures which 
make sense with or link the words.

These artworks should then be displayed or shown to the rest of the group, with pupils reading their words 
aloud.

This activity encourages pupils to:

• respond to and enjoy words of different sorts 
make creative, imaginative choices about 
words perhaps discover new words

• be liberated and have confidence in their 
creative choices work co-operatively with a 
partner

• build an artwork with personal meaning
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LISTING - JUNIOR/ SENIOR

The pupils are split into groups of two or three people. Each group 
is given a pen and a piece of paper. The leader then gives the group 
a topic or category which the pupils write at the top of their piece 
of paper. The topic could be anything from flavours of ice cream 
to Scottish football teams. The leader then asks each group to list 
10 responses to the chosen topic / category. For example, if the 
category was flavours of ice cream the group would list 10 different 
flavours. The more unusual the answer the better!

The leader will then ask each group to select a favourite answer. 
This should be an answer they don't expect any other team to 
have. If no other team has thought of it 2 points are awarded. Each 
team is then given the opportunity to share their full list with the 
leader and other teams, with 1 point being awarded for each unique 
answer. Pupils are encouraged to justify their selection and even 
defend their choices when required... does unicorn flavoured ice 
cream really exist?! The team with the most points at the end wins 
the game.

Once the activity has ended there should be an opportunity for 
pupils to describe how it felt when another team shared their 
answer or when they felt they had been wrongfully denied a point 
from the leader.

This activity encourages children to:

• Work co-operatively in a team
• Share their knowledge with peers
• Contribute their ideas in a group setting
• Listen and follow instructions
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MESSAGE IN A THIMBLE – JUNIOR / SENIOR

This activity was used to build the relationship between the 
older P7/S1 pupils and the younger P1 pupils before they met 
one another.  

Ask the older pupils how they think how the wee ones will be 
feeling at the prospect of meeting much older children.  Then 
give each pupil a teeny strip of paper and ask them to write a 
secret message to one of the younger children who they will 
meet during joint sessions.  Make sure each pupil is  allocated a 
different child to write to.  

Ask people to write (or scribe for them) encouraging, 
welcoming messages - the sort of thing they would like to receive themselves if they were nervous.  Roll 
up these strips of paper and put each one into a tiny thimble (or something similar) with the name of the 
younger pupil written on it.  

Take these thimbles to the younger children, let them find their own thimble by name, take out their secret 
message and read it or have it read to them in a whisper.  The younger pupils might then want to send back 
their own message in a thimble!

This activity encourages young people to:

• Explore, discuss and empathise with the feelings of others
• Encourage and support each other
• Build a personal link between each other

HIDE AND CLAP – JUNIOR/ SENIOR

This game is like ‘Hot and Cold’ but more exciting!  Start by gathering the whole group to one side of the 
room in an audience formation.  Ask for a volunteer to go out of the door.  They will be the Seeker. Once 
they are gone, another volunteer hides somewhere in the room that the group decides is a great place!  
They are the Hider.  Ask the Seeker to come back in and start to look for the Hider in the room.  The group 
can encourage and guide the Seeker by clapping if they are close to where the Hider is.  Clap hard if they are 
very close, just a little ripple if they are a bit close and don’t clap at all if they are miles away!  Big cheers 
when the Hider is found. 

This game encourages young people to:

• Work together as a co-operative team
• Listen and focus on one another and the situation happening in front of them
• Encourage one another to succeed
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RAINBOW SHOUT  – JUNIOR / SENIOR

This very popular game was invented by one of the P7 
pupils at Cleeves Primary School.  Firstly, ask the whole 
group to go all round the room noticing the wide range 
of colours in there.  This can be on objects, books, 
clothes, carpets, walls, toys - anything at all, and can 
be little flecks of colour as well as big solid blocks.  

Then ask for a volunteer to be the first Rainbow 
Shouter.  This person then stands at one end of the 
room and the rest of the group gather in front of them.  
The Rainbow Shouter shouts the name of a specific 
colour and everyone else must run to touch something 
that is that same colour.  

Only one person can touch each object – so if two 
people touch the same thing (eg: toy ship’s mast) 
one of them must run fast and find something else.  
Whoever is the last person to find something to touch 
is out, and they become the next Rainbow Shouter. 

If playing this with lower primary pupils and older 
pupils, pair up older and younger pupils to work in 
teams of two, so that older pupils can help guide the 
younger pupils and make sure no one gets knocked 
over during the game!

This activity encourages pupils to:

• Listen to each other
• Notice their surroundings
• Compromise 
• Take turns
• Take responsibility for each other’s safety
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PASS THE SCARF / BALL – JUNIOR / SENIOR

We found this activity was a great way to warm up and get everyone ready for the practical session.

Everyone stands in a circle. An upbeat tune should be played through the smartboard or on a CD player 
(something that will make people want to dance). The Leader passes a chiffon scarf or a ball to the person 
next to them in the circle. However, it must be passed in a creative / interesting way. The wackier the better! 

Each person takes a turn to pass the scarf / ball in an interesting way and no two passes can be the same. 

This activity encourages pupils to:

• Think creatively
• Pay attention to what’s going on around them
• Work together to achieve a goal
• Take turns and be patient



MIRRORING ACTIVITY – JUNIOR / SENIOR

Split the pupils into pairs. Each pair should find a place, away from other pupils, to stand facing each other. 
They should decide who is the leader and who is the follower. 

The pupils should imagine that a large mirror is placed between them. The leader will do a series of slow 
movements facing their partner. The follower must copy the movements as though they are the reflection 
in the mirror. Every reflected movement should ideally happen at exactly the same time as the leader’s 
movements. 
 
This activity is all about co-operation and the pupils will need reminded to move very slowly! After the 
pupils have given it a go in pairs perhaps a few people could be chosen to show the rest of the group how 
great they are doing.
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Focus on one thing
• Ignore distractions
• Work together with a partner to achieve a goal
• Take turns and be patient
• Think creatively about how to move their bodies



THUNDERBALL – JUNIOR / SENIOR

This game was invented by one of the P7 pupils from Cleeves Primary School.  

Everyone sits in a circle with one volunteer standing in the corner of the room with their back to the group, 
so they can’t see them.  This person is the Controller.  When the Controller says, ‘Go!’ a ball is passed 
carefully but quickly round the circle from person to person until the Controller shouts ‘stop!’ At that point, 
whoever is holding the ball is out and gets to be the next Controller. 

Exciting music can be played as the ball is passed, as long as the Controller is loud enough to shout ‘Stop!’ 
over the music and the music cuts immediately as well.  This is a democratic game which anyone can play, 
with lots of swapping in and out. You can also substitute the ball for something else that is interesting to 
pass. We substituted the ball for a rubber chicken - this was met with much hilarity!
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Take on a leadership role
• Have fun!
• Take turns
• Work co-operatively with others
• Listen
• Follow instructions



SIDES OF THE ROOM – JUNIOR / SENIOR

The leader gathers the group in the middle of the room and presents a dilemma, for example: Do you prefer 
cats or dogs? One end of the room represents ‘dogs’ and the other ‘cats’.  The participants must position 
themselves at one end or the other based on which answer they are most tempted by.  There could also be a 
‘neutral’ area in the middle. 

It’s useful to give the participants a short amount of time to decideon where they want to stand, a 
countdown backwards from 10. Once they are in their chosen position the leader briefly questions the 
group on why they have made that choice. It’s good to give pupils the option to change their decision at this 
stage.

Suggestions of alternative dilemas: Crisps or chocolate, seaside or countryside, summer or winter, snakes or 
spiders.
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Have their own opinions
• Express their opinions to others
• Follow instructions
• Listen and respond



KEEPER OF THE KEYS – JUNIOR / SENIOR

This is a classic game that children of all ages enjoy.

Everyone sits in a circle and one person volunteers to 
be the keeper of the keys. They sit in the middle of the 
circle. The group leader then chooses a second person 
to be the thief. Everyone in the circle will see who gets 
chosen to be the thief, except the keeper of the keys. 

The keeper of the keys ‘falls asleep’ and the thief must 
sneak up and snatch the keys, bearing in mind that 
keys will make noise if they are moved. They must 
return to their place in the circle and hide the keys 
behind their back. All other people in the circle then 
must put their hands behind their backs too. 

The keeper of the keys awakens to discover their keys 
are missing! They must look around the circle to see 
who looks guilty or listen in case they hear the sound 
of keys clinking. They then guess who the thief is. They 
can be wrong twice but must guess correctly the third 
time or the game is over!
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Work together as a team
• Listen very carefully
• Use all of their senses
• Work co-operatively with their peers
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CLAP HEADS GAME – JUNIOR / SENIOR

This is a great warm up game which works with pupils 
of all ages.

Everyone stands in a circle. People should be quite 
close together with their feet slightly wider than their 
bodies. Each person’s feet should touch the outside of 
the person’s feet next to them.

The leader will shout out, ‘heads’ and everyone must 
touch the heads of the people on either side of them.  
The leader then shouts out, ‘shoulders’ and everyone 
must touch the shoudlers of the people on either side 
of them. This continues with ‘knees’ and ‘toes’. 

In between each part everyone claps two times. At the 
very end of the sequence everyone claps five times.

This activity encourages pupils to:

• Listen to instructions
• Work as part of a team
• Use their body creatively
• Contribute to a shared goal
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WHAT’S IN THE BOX? – JUNIOR / SENIOR

Everyone sits in a circle. The group leader shows 
everyone an ornate, beautiful box and explains that 
inside the box there are various objects. The game 
involves one person at a time volunteering to see an 
object from the box. No one else in the group can 
see the object. 

The aim of the game for the group is to guess what 
the object is. The volunteer must describe the object 
using as many words as they can, but they MUST 
NOT say the name of the object, e.g. if it is a toy car 
the person might say, “It has wheels. This one is red but they can be any colour. It makes a vroom sound.”

This activity is particularly enjoyable for the lower primary pupils. The leader can maintain lots of control 
and provide continuous support to both the volunteer and those guessing, without disrupting the flow of 
the game.

This activity encourages pupils to:

• Think creatively about language
• Express themselves clearly
• Take turns
• Listen to and analyse information

During the Hear My Voice project we used 'lead in' activities to introduce our groups to the idea of creating 
stories and characters. These activities would set the foundations for the Dragonfly Storytelling Techniques 
the group would later participate in.

LEAD IN ACTIVITIES



USING YOUR SENSES – JUNIOR / SENIOR

Everyone sits in a circle. The leader explains that there 
are various boxes which have secret items inside. Pupils 
are not allowed to use their eyes to see the items. They 
must rely on their senses to smell, touch, taste and 
listen in order to correctly identify each item.

The pupils should come forward one at a time. Once 
they have used their senses they can begin to guess 
what the item might be. Perhaps they could be asked 
to say words that come into their heads which might 
help to identify or describe the items. These words 
could be noted down and kept for future use.

If a pupil is struggling to articulate then someone else 
could step forward to help them. Some items will be 
easier to identify than others.

Suggested items you could use are:

cotton wool  coffee beans
sand paper  pomegranate seeds
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Use descriptive words
• Have trust in the leader
• Rely on their senses
• Try new things



BUILD A SCENE – SENIOR

Everyone sits on one side of the room to form an audience.  The leader explains that the group is going to 
build a living picture of an interesting location which has lots of things going on in it. The pupils can suggest 
the setting.  It could be a park, a shopping centre, the seaside, a gym, a swimming pool, a back garden, the 
street - anywhere. 

Build the picture by asking:

What could be happening?   Who could be at this place?   What could they be doing?

When a suggestions is made the leader should invite that child up to act out their idea without using any 
words. For example, at the seaside someone could be eating an ice cream. each pupil should be added to the 
picture, whilst those already up continue to do their actions. 

Some children might be inspired by other children’s actions, so someone adding to the seaside picture might 
choose to be the ice cream seller if they see someone eating an ice cream.

The leader should monitor both the audience and the actors to ensure those who tire easily or who struggle 
with focus are the last to join the picture. Keep the pace lively. Music which suits the location played softly 
in the background helps with focus and provides atmosphere.

Once everyonhas joined the scene the leader should freeze the action and take a photo of the whole picture. 
If the pupils are enjoying it, the leader could then bring different parts of the picture to life and encourage 
the characters to interact and speak.
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Work co-operatively with their peers
• Put themselves in someone else’s shoes
• Communicate using movement and mime
• Watch and react to other people



WRAPPED UP PARCELS – JUNIOR / SENIOR

Divide the group into sub-groups of three people. Each 
trio should comprise of one younger pupil and two 
older pupils. The group leader explains that each group 
is going to be given a parcel. The leader shows one as 
an example. The parcel should be wrapped up nicely 
and have a label with a description on it, for example,  
‘I AM A GUIDE, I KNOW THINGS, I SEE THINGS, I 
SHOW THINGS ... WHAT AM I?’

When the parcels are handed out, each group must 
read the label. They should spend a couple of minutes 
talking about the clue and try to work out what might 
be inside. They can then open the parcel and see if they 
were correct.

The task is to then create a story using the unwrapped 
object as a stimulus. The object should appear in the 
story and be important  to the story, for example, if  
the object is a treasure  map, the story might involve 
the map being used to find something special.

To help make the stories interesting, each story should 
also include:

• At least two characters
• An interesting location
• A problem that must be solved

The groups should be given a reasonable amount 
of time to create the stories, with one person in the 
group being the allocated story scriber and the others 
contributing ideas.
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Listen to other people’s ideas
• Work co-operatively with their peers
• Express their opinions and ideas
• Communicate clearly
• Use their imagination



FUTURE DREAMS – SENIOR

This fits well after the ‘All About Me’ Introductory Activity when pupils have been thinking about 
themselves and what makes them tick!  The leader asks pupils, ‘what do you dream about being in the 
future?’ This might be a development of something they have already said they like to do, for example 
a football fan might want to win the World Cup for Scotland, a fashionista might want to start her own 
clothing label and open her own clothes shop, a kind, family oriented person might want to be living happily 
with their life partner.

The leader then asks the pupils to create a still image which shows them at the height of their happiness 
and success – everyone should be involved in the picture and can briefly be brought to life. The pupils can be 
asked what is happening in that moment.

The leader then gathers everyone together on a couch in a Graham Norton TV chat show format, with 
the leader being the presenter of ‘Tips for the Top’.  All the pupils play themselves in the future, fabulously 
famous and successful at whatever they do, and are on the show to talk about their rise to success.  The 
leader asks them to think back to when they were P6/P7.  What advice would they now (in role) give to 
other young people, who perhaps think they can’t achieve great things?  What helped them to succeed?  
The leader should write down these golden nuggets of advice and display them somewhere.  
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Think positively about themselves and their future
• Celebrate other people’s hopes for their future
• Identify the attitudes and skills needed for success
• Develop their self-esteem and self-confidence
• Use their imagination



THE HAT GAME – JUNIOR / SENIOR

The leader splits the group into sub-groups of 3 or 4 
people. Each sub-group is given an interesting hat as 
a stimulus. It could be a police officer’s hat, a crown, 
a fez, a cowboy hat or any other kind of hat at all.

Each group is asked to discuss who would wear such 
a hat and then they must create a short scene which 
involves one character who wears this hat and other 
characters who interact with them. 

For example, if the hat belongs to a police officer 
perhaps the other two characters could be a criminal 
and a victim. What happens? The pupils should think 
about what the characters would say and do in that 
situation.

Once each group has had some time to rehearse, 
they can then perform their scene in front of the 
rest of the group. Supportive feedback should be 
encouraged from the audience.

HEAR MY VOICE - TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

This activity encourages pupils to:

• Work co-operatively with their peers
• Offer and listen to suggestions
• Follow instructions 
• Use their imagination



THE DRAGONFLY TECHNIQUE – JUNIOR / SENIOR

This technique involves pupils telling original, 
creative stories. These stories are written down 
verbatim by the listener, who might be another 
young person or the group leader, and then acted 
out as a group. There is a separate Dragonfly Pack 
which contains a full description of the technique 
and helpful tips.

This technique was used extensively during the 
Hear My Voice project. It is a style of working which 
becomes more successful the more it is used. The 
pupils’ stories become more detailed and contain 
more action as their skills develop.
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Think creatively
• Speak in front of other people
• Use their imagination
• Consider their use of language
• Express themselves verbally and physically 



SAYING LOVELY THINGS – JUNIOR / SENIOR

Reflective activities are an opportunity for the group to have a moment to reflect on what has happened 
during the session. These activities are quieter and more focused than some of the high energy activities the 
group participate in during the workshop. This is also a good opportunity for the group to just be lovely to 
each other!
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• give a genuine compliment
• focus on the positive
• hear and accept a genuine compliment
• know their opinion is valuable
• feel they are in a place where it is safe to give 

and accept positive comments

REFLECTIVE ACTIVITIES

This is a good evaluation activity, best done towards the end of the project and is particularly effective in 
mixed age groups who have been working together. 
Each young person receives an envelope with a piece of paper inside which says the name of another group 
member, like this: ‘Jordan is... ‘. Whoever opens the envelope secretly completes the phrase with a comment 
that will make that named person feel lovely. The writer can be inspired by anything they know about the 
named person or have found out over the course of the sessions. The statement can be anonymous or the 
writer can add their name. 
The leader should be mindful of who the envelopes are given to and should choose children who have 
formed a good relationship. Once these are written (or scribed) the leader should collect all the envelopes 
in and then hand out the envelopes to each person they are addressed to. Each statement should be read 
aloud by the recipient and can then be stuck on the wall or pegged on a washing line in the room so that 
everyone can see them and read them again. 



TOUCHING SHOULDERS – JUNIOR / SENIOR

The leader asks the pupils to make a circle and 
stand with their palms facing inwards. The leader 
will then make a series of comments about things 
that happened within the group during the session 
and ask group members to touch the shoulder of 
a person in the group that the comment applies 
to, for example ‘touch the shoulder of... someone 
who has made you smile’. This process is repeated 
several times.

Here are some examples of comments that could 
be used:

Touch the shoulder of someone who...

• has made you smile today
• has made you laugh
• has been very brave
• has listened to your opinion
• has surprised you
• has helped you
• has stepped out their comfort zone

The leader can choose volunteers to make 
positive comments about their chosen people. For 
example, ‘Caitlin, you’ve chosen to put your hand 
on Declan’s shoulders. Tell us what Declan did to 
make you laugh today?’

Some of the responses could be written down to 
remember another time.
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This activity encourages pupils to:

• Reflect on their attitude towards others
• Recognise the contribution of others
• Build positive relationships with others
• Reflect on their own feelings throughout the 

session
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